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Moncler 

Company description 

Moncler is a leading luxury player in the outwear market, which has experienced a 

remarkable growth from the Ruffini’s ownership. The company has successfully 

expanded outside Italy, reaching every luxury shopping area in almost all over the world, 

through both retail and wholesale shops. Moncler is based in Italy, while the production 

is externalized to Eastern Europe countries. 

Investment strategy 

We focused our attention on a SELL rating; Moncler has experienced a very important 

growth in the last years (IPO price (16/12/2013) = €10.2), but in our analysis we took 

into account the fact that now Moncler is present almost in every country, so the new 

openings rate will be lower than the one of last years. Moreover, Moncler is mainly a 

“fashion trend”, also because it doesn’t have the same features as brand like Gucci, Louis 

Vuitton or the other most important Italian luxury brands; this will bring to the risk that 

a new competitor will take Moncler’s place (or, at least, some of the Moncler’s market 

share). Last but not least, even if Moncler has a negative financial position and positive 

growth perspectives, we think that it is overvalued, which will bring the stock price to 

an unavoidable correction (with a P/E of ca. 34 we see Moncler highly overvalued 

with respect to peers. 

Valuation 

In our view, DCF and Multiples analysis are the most reliable ones, given Moncler’s 

short-term tailwinds and long-term challenges. We used a WACC of 8,14%and we 

obtained a target price of €18,81, while from the Multiples analysis we obtained a TP 

of €19.2. Finally, we see a target price for Moncler of €19.1. 

Risks 

These are the risks of the shares that justify our target price: Macroeconomic risks: 

the demand of luxury goods is correlated to the global macroeconomic environment and 

to the consumers spending patterns. Currency risk: due to the presence of Moncler in 

countries outside the Euro area, the company is exposed to currency risk, which will 

affect revenues. Failure to secure new doors in the right locations.  Failure to 

retain high sell-out momentum and, hence, the high sales density. In Appendix 6 

we deepen our analysis with respect to the risks. 

Moncler (EUR)      

Y/E December 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Sales (€M) 880,4 1040,30 1183,81 1264,69 1351,40 

Net Income (€M) 171 196 248 251 272 

EPS (€) 0.65 0.75 0.87 0.94 1.16 

PE (x) 23.6 19.7 22.0 22.2 22.4 

EV/EBITDA (x) 12.9 10.2 11.6 11.5 11.6 

Net Div Yield (%) 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 
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Recommendation SELL 
Price (19th Feb 18 h 17:30) €28,08 
Target Price €19,1 
Expected share price return -31,98% 
Expected dividend yield 1,05% 

Expected total return -31,27% 
Market Cap (€ mln) 4.601 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

growth rate                            0,025  

 WACC                       0,08140 

 discounted focf           975.824.518,12 

 terminal value       5.361.219.182,36  
 discounted 
terminal value       3.625.129.518,06 

 enterprise value       4.600.954.036,18  

 equity vale       4.703.731.036,18  

 number of shares           250.000.000,00  

 target price (€)                            18,81  
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Business Description 
Moncler is an international fashion group that designs, produces, markets and 

distributes down jackets and clothing accessories for kids, men and women. The group 

is headquartered in Italy with offices in Milan, with its main logistics center located in 

Piacenza near Bologna. Production is primarily outsourced to third parties in Eastern 

Europe. 

The brand was born as a down jacket manufacturer 1952 in France, it lived years of great 

vogue in Italy becoming the dressing status symbol for the generation of the so-called 

“paninari”. Became Italian in 1993 and since 1999 has been re-launched as a much more 

upmarket player by Mr. Remo Ruffini, first as Creative Director and then as Chairman 

and CEO after acquisition of the brand in 2003. 

 

 

SOURCE:  MONCLER 

The turnaround summarized here clears what has been done financially speaking, where 

a strong deleveraging action is going on; we believe this a sign that Moncler is going 

towards a mature stage of his lifecycle. However, the company continues to deliver 

double-digit revenue growth, which is a sign of the health of Moncler. 

Net debt has been significantly reduced from ca. €270.2 mln in 2011 to €-130 mln in 

2017, which can be justified by the fact that Moncler wants to have cash in order to catch 

any investment opportunity, if that happens; this is another sign of the company being 

able not only to manage his current business reducing the total debt, but also of being 

able to abstractly grow using cash.  

Moncler (MONC.MI) 

21st February 2018 
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Growth 

Revenues have significantly grown from just €363.7 mln in 2011 to €1137.8 mln, which 

present a  CAGR of 18.7%. Nonetheless, Moncler has succeeded in maintaining high 

profitability while boosting sales. The Gross Profit margin as grown from 67% in 2011 

to 75.7 in 2016; the EBITDA margin has grown from 31.5% in 2011 to 32.6% in 2016, 

while the Net Income margin started from 15.9% in 2011 and became 18.8% in 2016. 

 

 

 

If we consider the other direct competitors, we can see that Brunello Cucinelli has an 

EBITDA margin of 17.8% in 2016, while a Net Income margin of 8%, with a 5y sales 

CAGR of 13.4%; Tod’s has an EBITDA margin of 19.9% in 2016, a Net Income margin of 

8.6% and a 5y sales CAGR of 2.4%; Salvatore Ferragamo has an EBITDA margin of 

22.6% in 2016, with a Net Income margin of 14% and a 5y sales CAGR of 7.8%;  Canada 

Goose is significantly growing, with an EBITDA margin of 20% in 2017, a Net Income 

margin of 5.4% and a 4y sales CAGR of 20.81%. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mln EUR FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 Current/LTM

12/31/2011 12/31/2012 12/31/2013 12/31/2014 12/31/2015 12/31/2016 09/30/2017

Revenue 363,7 489,2 580,6 694,2 880,4 1.040,30 1.137,80

  Growth %, YoY — 34,5 18,7 19,6 26,8 18,2 18,7

Gross Profit 243,6 340,9 414,1 501,7 654,9 788

  Margin % 67 69,7 71,3 72,3 74,4 75,7

EBITDA 114,4 167 192,5 227,8 293,2 339,3

  Margin % 31,5 34,1 33,2 32,8 33,3 32,6

Net Income 57,8 82,5 96,9 130,3 171 196

  Margin % 15,9 16,9 16,7 18,8 19,4 18,8

Source: Bloomberg

 03/2017 
EBITDA 
Margin 

Moncler 32,6% 

  

Average 21,5% 

Median 19,4% 

  

Burberry 22,9% 

Christian Dior 23,9% 

LVMH 23,4% 

Tod’s 19,2% 

Hermes 37,2% 

Kering 19,5% 

Prada 19,4% 

Salvatore Ferragamo 19,2% 

Brunello Cucinelli 17,9% 

Hugo Boss 18,2% 

Canada Goose -- 

Ralph Lauren 15,9% 
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Internationalization 

The brand Moncler was born in France, but it always had somewhat “Italian”, from the 

equipment of the group of Italian alpinists who climbed the K2 in 1954 to the boom 

experiences in 1980s when almost every teenager dreamt of owning a Moncler jacket; 

during the last decade the process of internationalization reduced the exposure to the 

Italian market to just 15% from the previous 90% in 2003. 

The distribution of the growth entailed robust performances in all regions; EMEA was 

the best performing region (+24% in H1 2017). All core markets contributes positively, 

with the UK and France remaining very strong. Asia & RoW again grew double-digit 

(+17%) and accelerated in Q2, with all markets showing positive growth. Revenues in 

the Americas (+16%) recorded double-digit growth in both distribution channels, 

notwithstanding a volatile environment. Italy achieved solid performances (+7%), 

driven by double-digit retail growth and a positive contribution from the wholesale 

channel. 

The presence in some of the most important Emerging Markets is pretty zero, so 

Moncler might have a bit of margin to expand borders while leveraging both retail and 

wholesale channels, as well as trying to solve the problem of seasonality with giving a 

push to knitwear and accessories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another important element in the expansion in the travel sector such as airports, that 

gives the retail a big opportunity, even if there will probably be much lower profitability. 

Historically, there is a little positive correlation between the world GDP growth and the 

airport traffic world passengers. We expect that the global GDP will continue to grow 

due to the good shape of the USA and European economy; this means that we will have 

at least a little growth of the tourists travelling by airplane. As a consequence, we expect 

that the travel sector of Moncler will be profitable, even if this will not lead to a 

significant growth in sales.   

Moncler (MONC.MI) 

21st February 2018 
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SOURCE:  BLOOMBERG  

Retail 

Before Remo Ruffini’s ownership, Moncler was a wholesale-only business, with its 

jackets were mainly sold in multibrand sport stores. The only exception was a tiny DOS 

in Saint Moritz mostly aimed at promoting rather than selling.  

The re-launch strategy involved huge investments in this area: the first DOS was opened 

in Paris in 2007 and a network of 191 DOS units has been reached up to now (as of 2017 

Q3).  

Moncler currently generates 73.5% of sales through this channel and manage to invest 

even more in it: up to 8 new openings are expected by the end of the year (up to 2017 

Q4) together with important relocations and expansions, including the relocation of 

Hong Kong Harbour City (July), the expansion of the Milano Montenapoleone 

(October) and the relocation of the Moscow store (November).  

To have an idea of the switch, it is enough to take in to account that in 2008 Moncler 

products were distributed via 2800+ wholesalers which accounted for 87% of sales. 

By 2016 this dynamic has reversed with an estimated 1400 wholesalers accounting for 

<27% of sales. At the same time, of course, average sales p/account increased from 

€36,000 to €184,000 (ignoring seasonality). This clean-up was pursued most 

aggressively in Moncler’s historically most over-exposed markets, namely Italy (from 

700 to 300 accounts) and Japan. We believe Moncler’s largest wholesale customer 

remains Neiman Marcus. 

Moreover, Moncler, pursued a smart DOS expansion/roll-out effort. Whilst the 

potential was huge (and remains significant),  financial capabilities were limited. So it 

implemented a gradual targeting of core locations with small stores at first.  

We estimate average store size was just 65 mq2 in 2008 when the majority of its doors 

where in resorts with only Paris as the standalone city store (with sales density of €60k+ 

p/mq2), compared with 120-125 sqm today (larger stores + relocations + flagships). 

This implies a 30 fold increase in selling space. 

Whilst the surge in brand profile has greatly increased Moncler’s ability to scout for and 

secure prime locations (most notably recently Bond Street in London) – indeed acting 

as anchor brand in many cases now- it has also allowed the brand to avoid the pitfalls 

of enormous temples such as those seen in Hong Kong and China (32 stores at this time 

between the two). Its largest store will now be the new Milan flagship to open in Q4 at 

550 mq2 to exceed HK Harbour City (historically its largest store by sales) and NY 

Madison Avenue both at around the 500 mq2 mark. 

Moncler (MONC.MI) 

21st February 2018 
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Our estimate is that the DOS retail network could comfortably hit around 240 (340 

including shop-in-shops) by 2020, and see a longer term target of 270 but not beyond 

that. That still delivers a 50% mq2 accretion potential in the medium term. 

 

SOURCE:  BLOOMBERG  

Moncler operates a tightly controlled network of outlets: this has grown from 2 in 2008 

to 7 in 2010 and 20 today or from 15% of total to <10% today. 

Moncler has applied for the Patent Box tax benefit. It has not yet signed and agreed the 

terms of the calculations of this benefit with the Italian Tax Authorities, like most peers 

(Tod’s, Prada), and unlike Ferragamo, which was the first do so. We calculate that the 

benefit would be ca €70m over 2015-19 or a ca 7% uplift to Net Income over the period. 

We think Moncler’s ongoing REP (Retail Excellence Project) is most important and 

worth a mention: Moncler hired 8 designers (after the maison reorganization that last 

two years and has ended with the closing of the collaboration with Tom Browne for the 

Gamme Blue and with Giambattista Galli for the Gamme Rouge). Moncler wants to 

enhance its different areas represented by the different designers. Given retail was not 

part of Moncler’s DNA, the recent successful ramp-up in DOS carried risks with it. 

Whilst part of the project relates to enhanced customer experience to increase basket 

size and loyalty  (like adding the clients to the mailing list in order to send personalized 

advertising) much of it focused on a new remuneration scheme for service staff and full 

integration of the IT systems globally. To be clear, operational performance was more 

than good so far: this was foresight. 

Also, a reminder that Moncler suffers from pronounced seasonality, partly driven by its 

product mix but also by management strategy in terms of store openings and pricing 

strategy. 

CYCLICITY OF MONCLER'S BUSINESS 
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Moncler has been aggressively shifting its distribution mix in the last decade by rolling 

out a global DOS network essentially from scratch: from 14 in 2008 to an estimated 206 

at YE17 implying some 30-fold increase in selling space, while at the same time 

essentially halving its wholesale presence. We estimate online sales account for 7%, of 

which half moncler.com which is powered by YNAP. 

 

SOURCE:  BLOOMBERG 

Moncler future targets are: 

1. Consolidating key regions (Western Europe, Japan and China); 

2. Strengthening penetration in high potential markets (North America, Korea, 

Russia); 

3. Entering new markets such as United Arabic Emirates, Australia and Mexico;  

4. Increase the key presence in luxury skiing resorts. 

Wholesale 

 Moncler has gradually reduced its exposure to the wholesale sector, while maintaining 

very profitable exposure to third parties. 

Even if wholesale account only for 25% of sales, we expect it to remain a pillar of 

Moncler’s strategy, because it helps supporting brand perception, developing a new 

collection and testing new markets; so we expect that Moncler will increase its 

relationships with key accounts in key regions. Talking about the wholesale monobrand 

stores, 2 of them opened in Q3 2017, and 10 new Shop-in-Shop are expected to open in 

2017. 

 

               SOURCE:  BLOOMBERG 
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SWOT Analysis 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Porter Analysis 
In our analysis, we indicate with 5 a high threat, while 0 is a low threat. 
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Valuation 
 

Multiple Analysis 

We see the next two years as a normalizing period, with a stabilizing sales contraction, 

mostly supported by volumes with some modest price increases and tight costs control, 

which should lead to a lower growth phase for the sector with a “market share battle” as 

a new rule. Shifting our focus from 2017 to 2018/19 and given the reducing differential 

in terms of growth pace with peers, we now consider it reasonable to compare Moncler 

with the main luxury players. Moreover, in a general approach, we consider it now fair 

to accept discounted values vs. the historical top-cycle-multiples of the sector, in line 

with our DCF approach as regards the perpetual growth rate. 

 

 

 

We obtain a target price of EUR 19.2/share. On a fundamentals basis, we see the 

current market price as already factoring in the medium-term scenario outlined above. 

We think potential upside going forward could come from an unexpected acceleration 

in ROIC improvement. We maintain our SELL rating. 

DCF 

In our analysis we included a Discounted Cash Flow method to determine the target 

price, which is €18.81. 

 

 

WACC/Growth  0,010 0,015 0,020 0,025 0,030 

0,070        18,82         20,12         21,69         23,61        26,00  

0,075        17,35         18,42         19,70         21,24         23,11  

0,080        16,09         16,99         18,05         19,30        20,79  

0,085        15,00         15,77         16,65         17,68         18,90  

0,090        14,05         14,70         15,45         16,32         17,32  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moncler - 2014-19E Average and Theoretical multiples 

EUR M 2014 2015 2016A 2017A 2018E 2019E 

EPS  0.51 0.65 0.75 0.87 0.94 1.16 

Adj. P/E x 24.3 23.6 19.7 22 22.2 22.4 

EV/sales x 4.6 4.5 3.7 4.3 4.3 4.4 

Adj. Net income x 13.8 12.9 10.2 11.6 11.5 11.6 

NOPLAT/operating capital (ROIC) % 25.7 30.2 35.7 36.2 37.6 40 

Moncler (MONC.MI) 

21st February 2018 
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Appendix 1 

1.1 Business case 

Moncler is an international fashion group that designs, produces, markets and 

distributes down jackets and clothing accessories for kids, men and women. The group 

is headquartered in Italy with offices in Milan, with its main logistics center located in 

Piacenza near Bologna. Production is primarily outsourced to third parties in Eastern 

Europe. 

The brand was born as a down jacket manufacturer 1952 in France, it lived years of great 

vogue in Italy becoming the dressing status symbol for the generation of the so-called 

“paninari”. Became Italian in 1993 and since 1999 has been re-launched as a much more 

upmarket player by Mr. Remo Ruffini, first as Creative Director and then as Chairman 

and CEO after acquisition of the brand in 2003. 

The reason why we talk about “re-launch” lies in the results that Ruffini achieved by 

implementing his (apparently) right and market-confirmed views on potential 

capabilities of the company. It has been mainly a process of administrative and 

marketing renovation involving internationalization, expansion in retail, fine-tuning of 

wholesale and expansion into knitwear and accessories, including casualwear, footwear 

and bags. At the same time a well designed marketing strategy helped the company 

reach a unique positioning in the luxury market as a sport - trendy wear. This allowed 

for prices and margins that were not so easy to imagine previously and lead an iconic 

but bombed-out brand into a well organized and positioned company. Moncler’s core 

product category remains outerwear which accounts for around 75% of its current sales 

mix and continues to drive its brand profile, the overall range is priced to overlap the 

high end of Premium through to the low end of Luxury. 

1.2 Internationalization 

The brand Moncler was born in France, but it always had somewhat “Italian”, from the 

equipment of the group of Italian alpinists who climbed the K2 in 1954 to the boom 

experiences in 1980s when almost every teenager dreamt of owning a Moncler jacket; 

during the last decade the process of internationalization reduced the exposure to the 

Italian market to just 15% from the previous 90% in 2003. 

The distribution of the growth entailed robust performances in all regions; EMEA was 

the best performing region (+24% in H1 2017). All core markets contributes positively, 

with the UK and France remaining very strong. Asia & RoW again grew double-digit 

(+17%) and accelerated in Q2, with all markets showing positive growth. Revenues in 

the Americas (+16%) recorded double-digit growth in both distribution channels, 

notwithstanding a volatile environment. Italy achieved solid performances (+7%), 

driven by double-digit retail growth and a positive contribution from the wholesale 

channel. 

The presence in some of the most important Emerging Markets is pretty zero, so 

Moncler might have a bit of margin to expand borders while leveraging both retail and 

wholesale channels, as well as trying to solve the problem of seasonality with giving a 

push to knitwear and accessories.  

Another important element in the expansion in the travel sector such as airports, that 

gives the retail a big opportunity, even if there will probably be much lower profitability. 

Historically, there is a little positive correlation between the world GDP growth and the 

airport traffic world passengers. We expect that the global GDP will continue to grow 

due to the good shape of the USA and European economy; this means that we will have 

at least a little growth of the tourists travelling by airplane. As a consequence, we expect 

that the travel sector of Moncler will be profitable, even if this will not lead to a 

significant growth in sales.   

Moncler (MONC.MI) 

21st February 2018 
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1.3 Retail 

Before Remo Ruffini’s ownership, Moncler was a wholesale-only business, with its 

jackets were mainly sold in multibrand sport stores. The only exception was a tiny DOS 

in Saint Moritz mostly aimed at promoting rather than selling.  

The re-launch strategy involved huge investments in this area: the first DOS was opened 

in Paris in 2007 and a network of 191 DOS units has been reached up to now (as of 2017 

Q3).  

Moncler currently generates 73.5% of sales through this channel and manage to invest 

even more in it: up to 8 new openings are expected by the end of the year (up to 2017 

Q4) together with important relocations and expansions, including the relocation of 

Hong Kong Harbour City (July), the expansion of the Milano Montenapoleone 

(October) and the relocation of the Moscow store (November).  

To have an idea of the switch, it is enough to take in to account that in 2008 Moncler 

products were distributed via 2800+ wholesalers which accounted for 87% of sales. 

By 2016 this dynamic has reversed with an estimated 1400 wholesalers accounting for 

<27% of sales. At the same time, of course, average sales p/account increased from 

€36,000 to €184,000 (ignoring seasonality). This clean-up was pursued most 

aggressively in Moncler’s historically most over-exposed markets, namely Italy (from 

700 to 300 accounts) and Japan. We believe Moncler’s largest wholesale customer 

remains Neiman Marcus. 

Moreover, Moncler, pursued a smart DOS expansion/roll-out effort. Whilst the 

potential was huge (and remains significant),  financial capabilities were limited. So it 

implemented a gradual targeting of core locations with small stores at first.  

We estimate average store size was just 65 mq2 in 2008 when the majority of its doors 

where in resorts with only Paris as the standalone city store (with sales density of €60k+ 

p/mq2), compared with 120-125 sqm today (larger stores + relocations + flagships). 

This implies a 30 fold increase in selling space. 

Whilst the surge in brand profile has greatly increased Moncler’s ability to scout for and 

secure prime locations (most notably recently Bond Street in London) – indeed acting 

as anchor brand in many cases now- it has also allowed the brand to avoid the pitfalls of 

enormous temples such as those seen in Hong Kong and China (32 stores at this time 

between the two). Its largest store will now be the new Milan flagship to open in Q4 at 

550 mq2 to exceed HK Harbour City (historically its largest store by sales) and NY 

Madison Avenue both at around the 500 mq2 mark. 

Our estimate is that the DOS retail network could comfortably hit around 240 (340 

including shop-in-shops) by 2020, and see a longer term target of 270 but not beyond 

that. That still delivers a 50% mq2 accretion potential in the medium term. 

Moncler define flagship stores broadly in terms of sqm (400 mq2+) such that Paris, NY 

2 (500 sqm), Tokyo, Milan, Seoul would qualify – we would argue that London serves 

the same function and Dubai (300 mq2) once open. Rome has been flagged as a possible 

addition as well as HK Harbour City post-move. NY 1 will relocate and double in size to 

400 mq2. 

Korea was the last major market where MONC rationalized its retail presence moving 

from a previous partnership with Shinsagae as a wholesale customer to a 51% owned JV 

from 1/1/15 running concession stores and allowing for far greater depth of assortment. 

Lease durations vary greatly by geography and range from its customary 3 years in China 

(a positive if momentum is strong as it enables relocation or renegotiation), 10 years in 

the US to 12+ in Italy and Europe. Having implemented a leasing solution gives Moncler 

more flexibility, because if a DOS is not profitable it is easy to get rid of it and change 

location without incurring in too high costs. 
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There has been an ongoing number of store transformation wholesale → retail (e.g. 

Ka.De.We. in Berlin in Q4-16) and an increasing number of store relocations in the near 

past (Paris, from 80sqm to 320sqm) future (Milan, HK, Shanghai, NY) which will allow 

Moncler to display a far greater assortment than in the past. We see new DOS across all 

core geographies but less so in NAM where the focus will be shop-in-shop and 

relocations will continue to play an important role. 

Moncler is present in most of the world’s leading department stores including Harrods, 

Selfridges, galleries Lafayette, La Rinascente and Shinjuku Isetan. Recently Moncler 

pursued intrastore relocation (e.g. to ground floor etc) given the increased allure of the 

brand. 

Moncler continues to collaborate with high-profile celebrities on a number of fronts 

including Pharrell, Spike Lee, Virgil Abloh (OffWhite) and Liu Bolin. There is also 

growing interest in the Travel Retail segment – the first opening was in Hong Kong three 

years ago and there are six stores running at this time. Differing nature of concessions 

at airports eventually drive the nature of each new door (retail vs wholesale, presently 5 

vs 1) but new and announced shop-in-shops include Seoul, Doha, Paris CDG, Taipei and 

Munich and the agreement with Dufry points to more of the same. We see Moncler 

operating north of 15 stores in this category in the medium-term. Duty free downtown 

in APAC seems to be working well whilst the partnership with DFS (not duty free) has 

led to recent openings in Guam, Macau and Venice. 

Between 2013 and 2015, Moncler entered in 5 new markets (Brazil, Canada, Singapore 

and Macau) 

Sales density has remained constantly over €30k per square meter even after the new 

openings, topping the broader luxury industry. 

1.4 Online business 

The continued year over year growth in online shopping has been fueled by a new 

generation of consumers who want greater convenience, value and options. For 

consumer businesses, this trend poses both challenges and significant opportunities. 

Competition is no longer limited to local shops during business hours. Consumers today 

are shopping all the time and everywhere; and in a truly global online marketplace, 

products can easily be purchased from retailers and manufacturers located anywhere in 

the world—or from those with no physical retail locations at all. Consumer demand for 

richer experiences and greater convenience means that retailers need to rethink their 

strategy, both online and in stores. Having the right product mix is no longer sufficient 

to attract the new wave of consumers including Millennials, who are entirely focused on 

one transaction—theirs. Creating an online shopping experience is becoming at least as 

important as providing convenient and personalized ordering, payment and delivery 

options. However, despite the rise of online shopping, ecommerce still makes up a 

relatively small percentage of total retail spending. Retailers’ brick and mortar strategies 

also need to evolve to continue to draw customers into their stores, and to compete with 

the online retailers opening their own physical outlets. Increasingly, we are seeing 

innovative marketing strategies, as well as new technologies such as smart shelves, 

robots, self-checkout, and interactive and virtual reality, being deployed in stores as 

retailers strive to compete on all fronts. 

From the last year, online sales of women and men apparel have grown as much as 1% 

and 2.3% (KPMG research) globally. 

Moncler is implementing an integrated digital strategy which starts from moncler.com 

and goes through social, mobile performance, marketing and so on, with a focus on 

brand and products. 

Moncler.com, which is powered by Yoox, is an integrated website that incorporates: 

1. 35 different websites according to the different countries, different languages and 

different currencies; 
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2. 5 different webpages for 5 markets (Italy, USA, International, APAC and 

Japan); 

3. An endearing website style. 

Moncler’s online proposition has increased dramatically in recent years helped by a core 

product that is relatively uncomplicated and lends itself well to online purchases. The 

decision was taken ahead of the aborted 2011 IPO to partner with YOOX as part of the 

latter’s monobrand (online flagship stores) offering which effectively delegated to YOOX 

online operations and logistics whilst Moncler (and moncler.com was visible as a 

proprietary site) retained full control of presentation, pricing and products presented. 

Prior to this agreement Moncler’s presence was minimal (estimated €500,000 sales in 

2010 or say 2 shipments per day) which was one of the contributing factors to the 

booming market of fakes online. Under this agreement YOOX retained a cut of the sales 

generated (not dissimilar from the relationship with a third party store) but was 

responsible for all aspects of sales management and product dispatched – the SKUs 

themselves were stored in the YOOX warehouse albeit on a consignment basis. This 

agreement has been renewed and extended since and is in place today with three major 

developments 

Given the very strong growth experienced it is fair to assume that YOOX’s % cut has 

shrunk. Moncler.com at the moment sells into 35 countries. YOOX becoming YOOX 

Net-a-Porter has opened up new important outlets for Moncler. 

YNAP and Moncler have been integrating their capability in order to launch full 

omnichannel in 2018 alongside the likes of Valentino and others to follow. This is a step-

up of significant proportions and relies on global inventory and full click and return as 

well as a much more advanced and comprehensive database. We forecast 2020 online 

revenues at Moncler of the order of €220-240mn of which 60% via the YNAP 

multiplatform offering. 

  

SOURCE:  ALTAGAMMA 

 

One of the key points of the online business is the clients’ feedback; understanding 

where consumers are posting feedback can help companies become more proactively 

engaged in monitoring, managing and fostering positive online customer reviews. 

Currently, consumers are most likely to post directly to seller websites. Many popular 

online sellers have feedback mechanisms built in to solicit comments from customers 

shortly after their purchase has been received. By waiting a few days for unhappy 

customers to register a complaint or return a product, savvy sellers can selectively reach 

out to those customers who are likely satisfied and willing to post a positive review. 
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Generational trends indicate an increasing use of social media sites such as Facebook, 

WhatsApp, Instagram, blogs and Twitter for posting and reviewing feedback. The 

implication for companies is that user-generated reviews are being posted on sites that 

are increasingly beyond their sphere of control or influence. Companies will need to 

actively integrate these social media sites into their marketing and customer strategies. 

Many digitally innovative retailers and brands have already mastered this approach, but 

most brands have yet to fully do so. Talking about the diffusion of the different social 

networks, although Facebook is the most common platform in nearly all regions, it is by 

far the preferred choice in North America and Australia. Instagram and Twitter are 

predominantly North American channels, and WhatsApp is particularly popular in 

Hong Kong, India, Africa, and Latin America. In China, where many US-based social 

media channels are not available, WeChat dominates, although its use is virtually 

exclusive to that country. 

Talking about Moncler, it has grown also at social network level (1.2 mln followers on 

Instagram, ca. 3 mln of followers on Facebook, 1,2 mln followers on Twitter); social 

media are a key point of the marketing strategy of Moncler: everyone has an account at 

least in one of the above social network. This will deepen the penetration of the brand 

into the public, including teenagers; together with the advertising made by the rappers 

representing the “italian new school” (who promote limited edition brands and luxury 

brands, including Moncler) leads to higher sales and contributes to maintain the brand 

status as a luxury brand. 

In the luxury segment as a whole, online sales accounted for only 3% of total sales in 

2009, growing to 8% in 2016. Our expectations are that online sales will account for ca. 

12% in 2020 and for ca. 19% in 2025. 

1.5 Products and Collections 

Moncler is known for its core outerwear product, and more specifically its dominance 

of the down jacket/coat segment in its many guises (although recent collections show 

increasing use of leather and fabric too). We estimate this accounts for 80% of products 

sold in 2016 vs 87% in 2010. Its offering is essentially classified thus: 

Moncler Main - this is the bulk of its sales and is broadly priced in Europe between 

€500- 1000. This line in turn ranges from its Enfant (childrenswear) range to its 

Premiere (higher-priced womenswear) products. Broad distribution including online. 

Evergreen products in this line have dropped in weight over the years and we estimate 

the total at <1/3. 

• Moncler Gamme Rouge – this is its Luxury offering for women priced broadly between 

€1000-2000 in Europe. It was set up in 2006 and shows in Paris. Selective distribution. 

• Moncler Gamme Bleu - this is its Luxury offering for men priced broadly between 

€1000-2000 in Europe. It was set up in 2009 and shows in Milan. Selective distribution. 

• Moncler Grenoble – this was set up in 2010 and is aimed at both men and women, 

broadly priced at €1000-1500 in Europe and is a more edgy technical collection usually 

launched with special events in New York. Limited distribution. 

• Moncler Special Projects – this very limited collection is the result of collaborations 

between Moncler and external (often Japanese) designers. 

• Moncler Enfant – aimed at children/young adults and a fast-growing category now 

that it is fully in-house.  

Other branded products include: 

• Knitwear – the fastest-growing category as Moncler has focused in this area to 

diversify and limit its seasonality volatility. We believe both the quality and breadth of 

the product offering has improved significantly in recent years. As DOS layout and 

selling space are gradually adapted to allow for improved showcasing these is now 

tangible evidence of above-average performance…Q2 (core quarter for this category) 

sales 2013-16 at Retail increased from 8.6% to 10%, a crude measure but a reasonable 

KPI nonetheless. 
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• Footwear – products manufactured in Italy aimed at both men and women. 

• Bags and accessories – ranging from luggage to handbags to small leather goods. 

• Moncler have recently confirmed that complementary categories have grown at a 

faster rate than outerwear in 2016.  

• An eyewear license with Marcolin runs to 2020 

Looking at its apparel production in general, we would highlight the following as key to 

understanding the process: 

• Internal functions: design, prototyping, raw material sourcing, collection 

presentation, marketing, distribution. 

• Mixed (internal/third party) functions: production, quality control, logistics. 

1.6 Sourcing 

Moncler manages sourcing and delivery of all its raw material requirements from down 

(4 suppliers – two in Italy, one German, one US) to nylon (including Japan for the more 

technical product) to fabric and leather mostly in Italy and France. Moncler has stepped 

in to make changes when issues of quality or other have risen and now enforces full 

supply chain traceability inclusive of its DIST (down integrity system & traceability) 

certification. 

Relevant materials are then delivered to third party producers as and when required. 

We understand that supplier numbers has been significantly reduced to work closely 

with key partners and monitor quality and sustainability control a to a higher degree. 

This is one of the key points for the future business of Moncler; one of its challenges will 

be to maintain high quality for its product, in order to keep high the perception of the 

brand , which is fundamental for a luxury brand. 

1.7 Production 

Moncler designs all products and prepares prototypes at its Trebaseleghe facility 

(Industries) near Venice but only directly manufactures just under ¼ of total products 

in its core division. In the past this would be Italy only for its higher-end lines (the 

Gammes). 

This is starting to change as Moncler has embarked on a process of gradual 

internalization of parts of the production chain (a de facto corporate nearshoring if you 

will, not just FX driven) which resulted in the acquisition and mergers of two sites in 

Romania (former Italian-run third party producers) which employ 900 staff of which 

over 600 in production. All third party production sites are located in Eastern Europe, 

and each producer is normally allocated a specific product line to optimize skills and 
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simplify the overall mechanics. Manufacturers are often not in an exclusive relationship 

with Moncler although the latter tends to be their biggest client and there are 20 core 

partners at this time. 

The Romania sites are able to offer a high level of manufacturing know-how and skill 

(not present in other areas like North Africa), and proximity also allows for greater 

flexibility based on sell-out trends which is a change from a few years back. We expect 

to see more on this front in coming years. As a result of the acquisitions, Moncler is now 

directly responsible for just north of 10% of its production requirements with a stated 

medium term target of 25%. There are no plans to extend production to non-European 

manufacturing sites but we understand more such bolt-on acquisitions in Romania are 

possible. 

Note that Moncler is gradually pursuing an SKU rationalization policy (150 in men, 138 

in women for outerwear F/W in 2016, both down vs 2015). 

1.8 Logistics 

Moncler’s main hub is in Piacenza in Northern Italy near Bologna with secondary hubs 

located in New Jersey, Hong Kong and Tokyo. We understand capabilities have been 

enhanced to aid an increasingly efficient time-to-market process which is instrumental 

ahead of the forthcoming roll-out of the full omnichannel proposition on the YNAP 

platform. 

Moncler have recently adjusted their stock management strategy – in the past the level 

of inventories has caused a degree of volatility ranging from perceptions of low levels 

(poor sell-out or managing markdown risk?) to too high levels (demand spike or unsold 

risk coming up with excessive consignments?) which regularly turned out to be 

misplaced. 

The brand now maintains higher reserves at Piacenza which are then allocated as sell-

out info materializes thus streamlining inventory levels in a more efficient fashion. 

Auto-replenishment was started as a pilot in their Paris DOS in 206 and has since been 

rolled out to several other key European doors including London to be finalized globally 

by H1-18 (again, timed with omnichannel roll-out). We believe Moncler is exceeding the 

7% target of in-season replenishment given at the December 2015 CMD and is now fully 

in place in certain geographies including Europe. 

1.9 Markdown policy 

Moncler command very high sell-out rates: of the order of 80% in our view. They do not 

discount product at the end of the season in their stores but manage their markdowns 

primarily via their Outlet network. There is obviously scope for end-season (which for 

Moncler’s core product is essentially Easter) sales at Department Stores which is why 

the brand tries to operate as tight a control as possible in terms of the relative 

promotional environment – aka as managing expectations of deliveries where the track 

record is more mixed such as in the US. 

In recent years, the growth profile at Moncler has significantly exceeded that of both the 

Luxury and Luxury clothing markets: 2008-20016 growth CAGR of 28% vs 6% and 5% 

respectively, and sales this year are expected to approach the €1.2bn mark with best-in-

class sales density well north of €30k p/sqm. Moncler was one of the first brands to 

interlink Fashion with Art and retains a prominent presence at a number of Art shows 

and events globally. Moncler listed on the Milan Stock Exchange in December 2013 on 

an EV of €2.6bn in an offering that was 31x covered with institutions. 

1.10 The Chinese love for Moncler 

Moncler’s historic core APAC market always was Japan which also resulted in an bloated 

wholesale presence there that has been significantly reduced. In recent years, however, 

it is the Chinese customer that has played a major role in propelling sales growth not 
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only in that region but globally, as most of the Chinese purchases are actually outside of 

Mainland China (MC). 

This is an important metric: we estimate MC customers accounted for 34% of pure 

(offline) retail sales in 2016 of which 55% outside of MC whilst Hong Kong came in just 

under 6%. This implies MC customer sales in MC are 27% of RoW sales, 37% for Greater 

China – more relevant is the fact that we estimate total MC customers represented 22% 

of Europe+NAM sales and actually a whopping 63% of sales increase YoY there. We 

think numbers will remain high but not at significant and whilst MC customers as % of 

Europe+NAM sales could increase to 25% by 2018E, improving local demand means 

their relative incidence on growth drops to 38%. Whilst this love affair is proving 

resilient still with significant upside, it carries a certain risk connotation of course. Stay 

relevant in China or suffer the consequences. 

 

Appendix 2 

2.1 Porter analysis 

The luxury goods market is highly fragmented and characterized by the presence of a 

few large global players and a large number of small brands. These players compete in 

different segments both in terms of product category and geographic  location. 

The brand’s history, heritage, craftmanship and quality combined with creativity, 

innovation and selective distribution are all key business elements. In order to preserve 

brand integrity, it is critical to balance the potential expansion opportunities, both as 

regards openings and product categories, while still preserving and maintaining the 

product scarcity, high design content, and superior quality. Thus, entry barriers to the 

luxury goods market are high and are mainly related to the time and capital investment 

required to build and develop a luxury brand and to communicate it effectively. 

Moncler’s lines respond to various needs with a high-end positioning. Starting from the 

main product in the “Down Jacket” category, the Moncler brand is now perceived as a 

pure luxury brand with four concepts, which range from accessible luxury (Main and 

Grenoble) to exclusive luxury (Gamme Rouge and Gamme Blue). Product range from 

high tech sportswear to elegant contemporary, up to tailored couture, competing 

successfully both in image and price with leading global luxury brands thanks to a 

unique and differentiated offering. A successful revamping and repositioning of the 

brand, over the last 14 years, has also permitted the successful launch and consolidation 

of the previously non-core Spring/Summer collection. 

The recent developments have ensured a resilience to the economic downturn. 

Moreover, established luxury brands are able to secure prime locations which allow 

them to maintain their exclusivity and preserve their prestige and identity.  

In our analysis, we indicate with 5 a high threat, while 0 is a low threat. 
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Appendix 3 

3.1 M&A 

The 35,46% of Moncler is owned by institutional investors (15,26% owned by the top 10 

institutional investors); 35,12% represents the insider ownership and the 29,42% 

ownership is unknown. 

In our view, the private equity fund Tamburi Investment Partners Spa, which owns the 

2,90% of Moncler, is looking forward to cash out and make its capital gain concrete. 

Talking about the mere M&A, Moncler does not say that it is interested in M&A 

operations, but it’s our opinion that if a very interesting offer comes, major investors 

will take advantage of that. 

 

Appendix 4 

4.1 Competitors  

Even if in a unique positioning, involving a perfect blend among ‘sportiness’ and 

glamour, the best proxy for identifying suitable Moncler’s competitors is to look at the 

luxury market. At least, this is the market where Moncler fits best in terms of price, 

margins and perception. Consequently we considered brands like Salvatore Ferragamo, 

Brunello Cucinelli and Tod’s Group, but also took into account a threat coming from 

“below”: such as Canada Goose. 
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4.1.1 Brunello Cucinelli 

Brunello Cucinelli is one of the fastest growing and safest companies within the luxury 

sector, on the back of healthy same-store sales growth shown in the last few years and 

the planned openings of new boutiques, where there is still significant room to expand. 

In contrast to most other luxury companies, BC is still heavily reliant on wholesale, 

which is kept in high regards by Mr Cucinelli, and where there are new opportunities to 

be exploited in China. The company’s positioning in high-end daytime luxury apparel, 

with just 15% exposure to accessories, is its strongest competitive advantage. Brunello 

Cucinelli collections are completely renewed every year, keeping a quite consistent 

approach in terms of colors and styles but making sure the look is totally up to date. This 

makes the brand very appealing for luxury department stores, since there is little 

alternative in the market in terms of product positioning and style. Over the next few 

years, BC is set to continue to open 2-4 DOS per year and upgrade its store network. We 

expect this trend to provide a double-digit contribution to retail sales in the next few 

years, on top of a mid-single-digit organic growth rate. In wholesale, we estimate mid-

single digit growth. 

Brunello Cucinelli has built an enviable position in the luxury sector, with a focus on 

high-end contemporary apparel (85% of sales), and has cautiously expanded into new 

product categories (15% of sales in accessories). BC’s product range has little 

competition, and therefore the company has been able to grow constantly at a double-

digit rate over the last few years, coupling retail expansion with enlarging its wholesale 

footprint in high-end locations. 

 

4.1.2 Salvatore Ferragamo 

Salvatore Ferragamo is one of the most valuable brands in the luxury sector, with a long 

history in women’s shoes and broad diversification of the brand across different 

categories. In 2016, the core shoes segment represented 42% of group sales, while 

leather goods was 37%, with the remaining 21% split between apparel, fragrances and 

other products. Similarly, SFER is one of the companies with the widest store network 

in the industry: at end-2016 it had 402 DOS and 281 franchised locations (including a 

significant presence in airports). On the other hand, its sales density is low, with sales 

per store of EUR2.3m; as a comparison, Prada’s and Moncler’s level is above that at 

EUR4m, while Brunello Cucinelli is at c. EUR2.7m. We consider this gap an opportunity 

for the company going forward, and it will also benefit from the expertise of the new 

management team. 

The rollout of the new strategy implies significant costs, both in terms of the write-down 

of old inventories (mainly in 2017) and an increase in A&P expenses going forward (A&P 

to grow in 2018), along with higher G&A costs. These actions should, however, yield 

results going forward, with an acceleration of same-store sales growth, starting from 

2018, when the product range will be reshuffled. A successful turnaround would provide 

a very appealing earnings outlook. We estimate sales of EUR1.9-2bn by 2021 (vs. 

EUR1.5bn in 2017E) and EBIT in the region of EUR400m (compared to EUR260m in 

2016). 
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4.1.3 Tod’s Group 

Tod’s is experiencing a gradual stabilization of its same-store sales growth and 

profitability after three very difficult years. Its brand (56% of sales) was affected by an 

expensive and unsuccessful change in stylistic direction with the aim to move to a 

lifestyle brand and attract younger customers. The heavy exposure to Italy, particularly 

with Hogan (21%) and Fay (6%), along with a very significant presence in Hong Kong, 

were further areas of weakness. Despite the easy comparison base and a sales density 

now below peers (after falling by nearly 25% over the last three years), sales still failed 

to recover in Q1 (-4%). While SSSG is now broadly stable (-3% in Q1), the difficult 2016 

selling season is negatively affecting wholesale orders in 2017: Q1 revenues fell by 10%. 

Against this backdrop, cost-cutting actions and the savings from the departure of the 

lead designer, Alessandra Facchinetti, are unlikely to be enough to offset the weak top 

line. 

Tod’s reacted to its weak performance by hiring a top designer, Alessandra Facchinetti, 

whose contract was terminated in Q2 2016, after poor results for the company’s leather 

goods collection. Since then, Tod’s has decided to restore its original brand concept: 

high quality/low fashion content products. This is helping to stabilize revenues, 

although we do not see a significant innovation able to boost revenues. 

4.1.4 Canada Goose 

Canada Goose officially filed its IPO prospectus last December. Since then, it has 

provided constant updates, including nine-month results up to December 2016 (the 

fiscal year ends in March). The company, which was founded sixty years ago in Toronto, 

was owned by Bain Capital (70%) and the family of the founder (30%, Dani Reiss, who 

is also the CEO) before the IPO. Following the IPO, they have been diluted respectively 

to 57% and 24%, implying a 19% free float. Canada Goose is involved in all aspects of 

the production process — from design to manufacturing, which is carried out internally 

for about one-third of the total volumes, while the remaining portion is outsourced to 

38 subcontractors (mainly operating in the domestic market). 

The company is mainly exposed to the North American market (which accounts for two-

thirds of revenues) and the wholesale business, with only two shops opened in H2 2016 

(Toronto and New York) and a significant portion of direct-to-consumer sales generated 

through its ecommerce site (which accounts for c. 11% of consolidated revenues). The 

financial performance of the company has been outstanding recently, with its retail and 

ecommerce operations providing a significant boost to revenues, thus driving Q3 

revenues up by over 80%. Canada Goose is highly profitable (it is not as strong on this 

front as Moncler, but is well ahead of most normal clothing companies), with a gross 

margin of 50%, deriving from a 73% level in the retail division (direct-to-consumer, 

mainly represented by e-commerce) and 47% in the wholesale portion and an adjusted 

EBITDA margin at 19% of sales at the end of the 2016 fiscal year. 

Canada Goose’s strategy is similar to that of Moncler, although the companies are at a 

very different stages in their development. In detail: 

• Expansion in new wholesale markets. While the company is already distributed in over 

2,600 retail outlets (versus 1,500 for Moncler), the opportunity for geographical 

diversification is evident looking at the significant weight of North America (two-thirds 

of revenues) for Canada Goose, compared to a share of around 25% of US and Canada 

in the global outerwear and luxury apparel market. 

• Retail expansion, both online and offline. With just two monobrand stores, the retail 

opportunity is evident for Canada Goose. For the sake of comparison, when Moncler 

was this size in the wholesale market (around EUR0.2bn yearly), it had already opened 

39 DOS compared to just two for the Canadian company at the end of December 2016. 

• Product and seasonal diversification. As it currently specializes almost exclusively in 

winter wear (we estimate over 80% of the product range) and outerwear, Canada Goose 
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is planning to diversify its product range, by introducing new spring-summer collections 

and trying to enter adjacent product categories such as shoes and knitwear, exactly like 

Moncler. 

4.2 Industry drivers 

Companies in the luxury sector have businesses very similar to each other; the 

main drivers seem to be: 

• Having a range of product that allows customers to make a choice and the 

quality and the research of the product can stimulate the purchase by the client; 

• Few retail shops (even if in a growing trend), but being focused of the 

wholesale channel, trying to control prices; 

• Having shops in the Top Locations that can show a vast gamme of their 

product, being more similar to the most important luxury brands; 

• Being present in alternative distribution channels like in hotel chains, 

airports and on cruise boats; 

• Sales both on traditional and alternative channels like ecommerce, Facebook, 

Instagram (which have experienced a very high growth rate in the past years); 

• Taking care of the customer as best as possible; 

• Better post-selling service. 

 

Appendix 5 

5.1 Corporate governance: Stock-based Incentive Plans 

Moncler has effectively three different plans in place: 

The 2014-16 Stock Option Plans (SOPs), two separate plans but similar in nature and 

targeted primarily at key personnel. Underlying options were 5.5mn connected to 2016 

EBITDA performance vs target with an exercise price set at €10.20 (IPO price). We 

believe 2/3 of the allocation has now been exercised, hence the increase in share capital 

to 253.7mn shares announced on April 10. We estimate a total of up to 1.8mn options 

are due to be exercised by 30/9/2018. The Performance Stock Option Plan 2015, 

1.195mn options to be exercised between 3/18 and 6/22 and related to 2017 EBITDA 

performance vs target. Exercise price is set at €16.34. 

The Performance Shares Plan 2016-18, 2.84mn shares to be assigned after 3/19. 

Exercise price is set at the average closing price of the preceding 30 lunar days, and is 

based on 2016-18 cumulative EPS performance vs targets. 

As a result, we have tried to pro-rata to determine possible number of shares in year for 

per share calculation yielding as follows: 

• 2016: 250.2 

• 2017: 252.8 

• 2018: 254.5 

• 2019: 257 

• 2020: 258.9 

 

Appendix 6 

6.1 Risks 

These are the risks of the shares to achieving our target price: 
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• Macroeconomic risks: the demand of luxury goods is correlated to the global 

macroeconomic environment and to the consumers spending patterns; any major 

change in the external political and economic environment that may directly or 

indirectly affect consumers’ sentiment is a risk to the group sales performance. 

   

                

• Currency risk: due to the presence of Moncler in countries outside the Euro area, 

the company is exposed to currency risk, that will affect revenues. 

• Failure to secure new doors in the right locations and to increase selling space to 

a wider range and type of merchandise; retailing requires expertise and involve some 

risks such as inventory management, financial commitment and a more rigid cost 

structure due to rents and labor costs. 

• Failure to retain high sell-out momentum and, hence, the high sales density; 

moreover, Moncler may fail to maintain the gradual diversification in the product mix. 

As macroeconomic risks, we see that a terroristic attack like the Twin Towers could 

significantly affect the share price of Moncler, because the luxury sector is really 

sensitive to political and social events. Moreover, also an epidemy related to the birds 

environment could lead to a share price decrease, because Moncler jackets are made 

using the plumage of this kind of animals. 

It is the same story for a financial crisis; Moncler wasn’t on the stock exchange yet, but 

if we look at its direct competitors like Tod’s we see that the 2007 financial crisis brought 

to a huge drop in the stock price (ca. -50%), due to the smaller expected revenues. 

Another risk to our SELL recommendation is the fact that the usual economic growth 

cycle, that lasts 7 years, instead of coming to an end in short time (the 7 years cycle in 

the USA is ending), which will make stock prices drop, including Moncler’s one, will go 

on for long. 

Another important risk is related to the investment in the retail: due to the steep growth 

of the online sales, we think that this can cause to have less customers in the physical 

shops, which will see their sales to be reduced; given all the fixed costs caused by a retail 

shop, we see a high risk of losses.  
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Appendix 7 

Valuation 
7.1 Multiples analysis 

 

We see the next two years as a normalizing period, with a stabilizing sales contraction 

(also due to the stabilization of the GDP growth), mostly supported by volumes with 

some modest price increases and tight costs control, which should lead to a lower growth 

phase for the sector with a “market share battle” as a new rule. Shifting our focus from 

2017 to 2018/19 and given the reducing differential in terms of growth pace with peers, 

we now consider it reasonable to compare Moncler with the main luxury players. 

Moreover, in a general approach, we consider it now fair to accept discounted values vs. 

the historical top-cycle-multiples of the sector, in line with our DCF approach as regards 

the perpetual growth rate. 

 

Multiples-wise, we adopt the Patent Box adjusted P/E ratios for both Tod’s, Prada and 

Ferragamo. By contrast, in our valuation, we use the expected reported EPS for Moncler 

to simulate a perpetual lower taxation. Focusing on 2018, we obtain an equity value of 

EUR 5.18Bn and a fair value of EUR 20.7/share. 
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P/Book Value P/Book Value E ROE Adj.

Branded goods peers values 

 

2017A 
EV/Sales 

2018E 
EV/Sales 

2017A 
EV/EBITDA 

2018E 
EV/EBITDA 

2017A 
P/E 

2018E 
P/E 

LVMH 2.5 2.3 10.4 9.5 21.1 19.3 
Hermes (at 
30% discount) 5.1 4.6 13.9 12.6 25 23.3 

Prada 2.9 2.8 13.5 12.3 32.6 28.5 
Salvatore 
Ferragamo 2.9 2.7 12.8 11.5 23.8 22 

Tod's 2.2 2.1 11.7 11 25 23.4 

Average 3.12 2.9 12.46 11.38 25.5 23.3 

Moncler 3.8 3.4 11.8 10.6 21 19.4 

Moncler (MONC.MI) 
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  SOURCE:  IMF 
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Moncler - Valuation range based on 2017A/18E average multiples 

EUR M Sales 
Adj. 

EBITDA 
Adj. Net 

Profit 
Net 
debt Minor+ETP 

2017A 1169.9 389 276 -287.2 28 

2018E 1264.3 414.4 269.1 -477.4 28 
Implied equity 
value on      

2017A multiples 3900 5106 7042  5349.3 

2018E multiples 4117 5156.7 6277.4  5183.7 

 

By averaging the two methodologies, we obtain a target price of EUR 19.2/share. 

On a fundamentals basis, we see the current market price as already factoring in the 

medium-term scenario outlined above. We think potential upside going forward could 

come from an unexpected acceleration in ROIC improvement. We maintain our 

SELL rating. 

As consumption stabilizes, we expect Moncler’s above-average potential growth to 

decrease with an adjusted net income 2016/21 E CAGR estimated at 9%. As a double 

check, we see the implied 2017E Exit multiples as fair, as is also the case for 2018E/19E 

if we assume a share price increase at a 1x EPS growth (i.e. 9%). We continue to like 

Moncler’s positive business momentum but we would expect the stock to move in line 

with its peers reflecting the reducing PEG appeal. 

 

7.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 

We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 250.000 observations in order to assess 

whether the price was coherent versus the other type of valuation methods. We 

considered the Geometric Brownian Motion as the base stochastic process since it 

showed the best results in testing for model selection criteria. We obtained a TP of €27,5, 

but we are aware that this price comes from the past prices and the past volatilities, and 

it doesn’t take into account all the consideration we made while doing the DCF. We keep 

our recommendation on SELL. 

7.3 DCF 

In our analysis we included a Discounted Cash Flow method to determine the target 

price, which is €18.81. 

For the WACC calculation, we considered, as the cost of debt, the average of the cost of 

debt of the last three years; for the cost of equity we used the CAPM (in which the beta 

is calculated using the regression method between the FTSE MIB and MONC.MI) and 

for the market return we considered the FTSE MIB performance in the 2017.  

The retail sales growth has been calculated taking into account both the new openings 

and the expansions and the fact that it will not be possible for Moncler to keep the same 

rate of retail openings as in the past, because the company has always had the interest 

to open its shops in important luxury shopping locations, and now it is present almost 

everywhere. For the flagship openings we considered an average size of the stores of 400 

sqm, while for the other openings we took an average of 200 sqm (because 200 sqm can 

Moncler - 2014-19E Average and Theoretical multiples 

EUR M 2014 2015 2016A 2017A 2018E 2019E 

EPS  0.51 0.65 0.75 0.87 0.94 1.16 

Adj. P/E x 24.3 23.6 19.7 22 22.2 22.4 

EV/sales x 4.6 4.5 3.7 4.3 4.3 4.4 

Adj. EV/EBITDA x 13.8 12.9 10.2 11.6 11.5 11.6 

NOPLAT/operating capital (ROIC) % 25.7 30.2 35.7 36.2 37.6 40 

Moncler (MONC.MI) 
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growth rate                            0,025  

 WACC                       0,08140  

 discounted focf           975.824.518,12  

 terminal value       5.361.219.182,36  
 discounted 
terminal value       3.625.129.518,06  

 enterprise value       4.600.954.036,18  

 equity vale       4.703.731.036,18  

 number of shares           250.000.000,00  

 target price (€)                            18,81  
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be considered Moncler’s target for the average store size; also the expansions are 

performed to reach that average store size. 

 

WACC/Growth  0,010 0,015 0,020 0,025 0,030 

0,070        18,82         20,12         21,69         23,61        26,00  

0,075        17,35         18,42         19,70         21,24         23,11  

0,080        16,09         16,99         18,05         19,30        20,79  

0,085        15,00         15,77         16,65         17,68         18,90  

0,090        14,05         14,70         15,45         16,32         17,32  

 

 

In the wholesale, we considered a general decrease in the number of doors due to the 

decrease in the multibrand shops, because Moncler wants to have a more direct control 

and a higher marginality, and so an increase in the sales per store. 

For the COGS we considered the historical average with respect to sales, adding a spread 

for the fact that Moncler is entering in new markets (shoes, accessories, bags,…) in 

which it cannot have the same  economies of scale as in its main business. 

For the marketing and selling we considered the last year’s average with respect to sales 

plus a premium for the growth of the social media followers of Moncler and the mere 

online advertising. 

The financial costs are considered until 2018; from 2019, thanks to a big amount of cash 

and a liquidity management made in a favorable macroeconomic environment (growth 

of interest rates) will bring to a negative net financial position. 

We considered a 26% for 2017 (press release), then we keep it constant for the following 

years. Patent Box benefits are included. 

D&A will grow in absolute value due to Capex investments (new openings, relocations, 

expansions,…). 

Due to the new “Zara” model which is being implemented by Moncler, the company has 

made investments in the working capital due to the increase in the stock (due to the 

product diversification). 
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Tables Valuation 

 

 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

SALES 
1040311000,0

0 
1183814523,3

6 
1264693216,1

7 
1351400759,1

1 
1439704966,6

7 
1529155367,8

3 

COGS 252303000,00 276899500,00 318419291,70 339064583,09 359809084,51 380491342,05 

GROSS MARGIN 787997000,00 830698500,00 860911418,30 916730169,11 972817154,42 
1028735850,7

2 

GROSS MARGIN/SALES 0,76 0,75 0,73 0,73 0,73 0,73 

MARKETING AND SELLING EXPENSES 380496000,00 438011373,64 467936489,98 500018280,87 532690837,67 565787486,10 

GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE 
EXPENSES 94093000,00 112462379,72 120145855,54 128383072,12 136771971,83 145269759,94 

OTHER  15738000,00 15700000,00 15700000,00 15700000,00 15700000,00 15700000,00 

EBIT 297681000,00 340741270,00 342491578,95 368234823,03 394733072,66 421906779,74 

EBIT/SALES 0,29 0,29 0,27 0,27 0,27 0,28 

INTERESTS EXPENSES & REVENUES 4592000,00 4921420,00 2634765,50 -999816,30 -10197742,21 -13922493,75 

EBT 293089000,00 335819850,00 339856813,45 369234639,33 404930814,87 435829273,49 

TAX RATE 0,33 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 

TAX  96767000,00 87313161,00 88362771,50 96001006,23 105282011,87 113315611,11 

GROUP NET INCOME 196322000,00 248506689,00 251494041,95 273233633,11 299648803,00 322513662,38 

MINORITY INTERESTS 279000,00 279000,00 279000,00 279000,00 279000,00 279000,00 

NET INCOME 196043000,00 248227689,00 251215041,95 272954633,11 299369803,00 322234662,38 

       

EBITDA 339037000,00 387840522,93 392827733,51 422041159,63 452073492,51 482827155,45 

D&A 41635000,00 47378252,93 50615154,56 54085336,60 57619419,85 61199375,71 

 

 

  

 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS 243389000,00 364115498,71 457328837,15 592115447,52 755934232,07 942153180,99 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 113443000,00 130219597,57 139116253,78 148654083,50 158367546,33 168207090,46 

INVENTORIES 135849000,00 153895888,04 183380516,34 194601709,31 205877810,23 218669217,60 

TANGIBLE ASSETS 123925000,00 142513750,00 162465675,00 173838272,25 179053420,42 181739221,72 

GOODWILL&INTANGIBLE 
ASSETS 422464000,00 422464000,00 422464000,00 422464000,00 422464000,00 422464000,00 

DEFERRED TAX 74682000,00 74682000,00 74682000,00 74682000,00 74682000,00 74682000,00 

OTHER 38047000,00 38047000,00 38047000,00 38047000,00 38047000,00 38047000,00 

TOTAL ASSETS 1151799000,00 1325937734,32 1477484282,27 1644402512,58 1834426009,05 2045961710,78 
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 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 132586000,00 150875298,25 156821958,80 164870892,61 175644005,93 191144420,98 

SHORT TERM DEBT 64777000,00 64777000,00 64777000,00 64777000,00 64777000,00 64777000,00 

LONG TERM DEBT 75835000,00 75835000,00 75835000,00 75835000,00 75835000,00 75835000,00 

INCOME TAX PAYABLE 95530000,00 95530000,00 95530000,00 95530000,00 95530000,00 95530000,00 

OTHER 79500000,00 79500000,00 79500000,00 79500000,00 79500000,00 79500000,00 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 448228000,00 466517298,25 472463958,80 480512892,61 491286005,93 506786420,98 

       

EQUITY 703571000,00 859420436,07 1005020323,46 1163889619,97 1343140003,12 1539175289,80 

 

 

 

 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

GROUP INCOME 
196043000,0

0 
248227689,0

0 
251215041,9

5 
272954633,1

1 
299369803,0

0 
322234662,3

8 

DEPRECIATION & AMORTIZATION 41365000,00 47378252,93 50615154,56 54085336,60 57619419,85 61199375,71 

CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL 28818000,00 16534187,36 32434623,96 12710088,88 10216450,43 7130536,45 

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING 
ACTIVITIES 

277451000,0
0 

231693501,6
4 

218780417,9
9 

260244544,2
2 

289153352,5
7 

315104125,9
4 

CAPEX 62300000,00 65967002,93 70567079,56 65457933,85 62834568,02 63885177,01 

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 62300000,00 65967002,93 70567079,56 65457933,85 62834568,02 63885177,01 

DIVIDEND PAID 35000000,00 45000000,00 55000000,00 60000000,00 62500000,00 65000000,00 

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING CASH 
FLOW 

117780000,0
0 45000000,00 55000000,00 60000000,00 62500000,00 65000000,00 

NET CHANGE IN CASH 97381,00 
120726498,7

1 93213338,43 
134786610,3

7 
163818784,5

5 
186218948,9

2 

 

 

 

 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

NOPLAT 252148539,80 253443768,42 272493769,04 292102473,77 312211017,01 

DEPRECIATION & AMORTIZATION 47378252,93 50615154,56 54085336,60 57619419,85 61199375,71 

CAPEX 65967002,93 70567079,56 65457933,85 62834568,02 63885177,01 

CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL 16534187,36 32434623,96 12710088,88 10216450,43 7130536,45 

FOCF 217025602,44 201057219,47 248411082,91 276670875,17 302394679,26 
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